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MS EXT. WOODS: A young couple

get out of a car in a cabin

driveway. CHUCK is putting

on his name tag and also

helping LAURETTA with hers

while she carries a food

tray.

CU: LAURETTA looks at CHUCK

with adoration

LAURETTA

"You’re too good to me sweetie, meeting

my crazy southern family all at once

like this at a Family Reunion? You’re

the best.

CU: CHUCK smiles back shaking

his head in a "It’s nothing"

manner

CHUCK

"oh, please.."

CU: LAURETTA suddenly changes

tone with an assuring look on

her face

LAURETTA

Its been years since my family has

gotten together...hence the name

tags..but my mother tells me that

GRANDMA LAURETTA is getting old and

says what she pleases...and my AUNT

LAURETTA has always let the booze do

the talking...so when they throw all

sorts of crazy questions at you about

the wedding, just put on a smile for

me!

CU: CHUCK continues to smile

back in adoration.

CHUCK

Babe, it’ll be fine! I want to do this

for you...for us. Besides, I think it

will be fun meeting the women you were

named after...I’m gonna love them!

EXT. WOODS/BACKYARD:
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CHUCK and LAURETTA walk

to the backyard of the

cabin where big tents,

tables and food are set up

for the reunion. Dozens

of blue-collar looking

people of all ages greet

the couple as soon as

they are in sight from the

side of the house. AUNT

LAURETTA (holding a

margarita), GRANDMA

LAURETTA, and (overweight

"rough-and-tough") cousin

CLARKY emerge from the

group, bombarding CHUCK with

questions.

CU: CHUCK

CHUCK makes a surprised and

fake smile to the crowd as

he is questioned, grabbed,

and yanked around by family

members.

(various comical/rich southern accented

voices can be heard expressing their

excitement for the couple and curiosity

about the engagement)

CHUCK POV:

AUNT LAURETTA, GRANDMA

LAURETTA, and CLARKY can

be seen in the shot wearing

their name-tags pursuing

conversation with CHUCK in

an exaggerated "in your face"

manner.

GRANDMA LAURETTA

"Oh you are much shorter than

LAURETTA’s last boyfriend"

AUNT LAURETTA

"Oh honey, look, your losing your hair

up there

(licks fingers and combs over CHUCKS

thinning hair)

"my husband, Larry knows a great wig

stylist i’ll have him give you his

number!"

CLARKY

"...’dat a pink shirt..?"

(arms crossed, CLARKY spits tobacco

towards CHUCKS feet in a

disapproving manner)
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CU: CHUCK

CHUCK looking exhausted and

uncomfortable

CHUCK

"...it’s Salmon.."

CHUCK then looks back to

LAURETTA giving her a

sarcastic smile

MS: LAURETTA

LAURETTA looks back with a

cringing/apologetic look on

her face

CHUCK POV: GRANDMA LAURETTA

"LAURETTA’s last boyfriend had a

tight little body on’em...have you

ever thought about gym memberships?

CLARKY

"y’ever see a buck knife before?"

(CLARKY continues to stare arms

crossed and spit tobacco on the

ground in a disapproving manner

AUNT LAURETTA

"You are handsome though! I bet my

little LAURETTA can’t keep her paws

off you in the bedroom!"

CU: CHUCK (CHUCK looking exhausted and

embarrassed looks away as he hears his

name being called in the distance)

UNCLE LARRY

SOT: "aye CHUCK-ieeeeee!"

EXT. MS- WOODS BACKYARD OF

REUNION:
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(UNCLE LARRY and GRANDPA

SQUEAKER can be seen off to

the side enjoying MIKES HARD

LEMONADE. UNCLE LARRY is

sitting on the tailgate of a

pickup truck holding a MIKES

HARD LEMONADE with a smirk on

his face. GRANDPA SQUEAKER

is seen sitting in a lawn

chair next to the truck also

smirking and holding a MIKES

HARD LEMONADE while petting a

chocolate lab with the other

hand.

(UNCLE LARRY raising bottle in a

welcoming manner)

UNCLE LARRY

(continues from SOT) "aye CHUCK-ieeee!

(waves CHUCK over with bottle in hand)

"you’re lookin’ like myself when I

went to my first family reunion for

my Lauretta. (chuckles)

GRANDPA SQUEAKER

"Boy, them was some funny times...you

were lookin as spooked as a

hoot-owl!...now this one?

(looks at CHUCK) Good knight, he

looks like he just gone seen a ghost!"

(laughter))

UNCLE LARRY

"Here kid, a day like this? You’re

gonna need one of these...

(hands CHUCK a MIKES HARD LEMONADE)

these family parties don’t get a

whole lot better. We’ll be the

first to tell ya...its

’LAURETTA-tary.’

GRANDPA SQUEAKER

"Welcome to the family, son"

(nods and sips MIKES HARD LEMONADE)

MS: CHUCK

CHUCK takes a big gulp of

the MIKES HARD LEMONADE and

smiles

CHUCK

"Thankyou!"

CHUCK takes another gulp,

turns around to face the

crowd (still smiling) and

takes a deep breath before he

steps forward, returning to

the crowd of family members

with a look of determination

on his face.
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EXT. WS: WOODS & BACKYARD of

family reunion

NARRATOR

(southern accent)

"When life gives you lemons...have a

"Mikes"

CGI:"MIKES HARD LEMONADE"


